
STEP BY STEP 
OSTEOCARE - DYNAMIC ABUTMENT SOLUTIONS LIBRARY
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Introduction

When you start the 3Shape Dental System program, the following screen appears to 
define the new work order. Select “New” to create a new order.- (IMAGE 1)

The “Abutment” icon is then selected. As can be seen in the previous image, under 
“Category” select the class in which the library is included (if no class has been defined 
to the library, we will find it in the category “all items”); the “System” dropdown refers 
to the library, choose “OSTEOCARE_DAS_3.75_(0202)”. The “Kit” dropdown refers to 
the work subtype (TI-BASE NR/TI-BASE R).Ejemplo: OSTEOCARE_DAS_3.75_(0202) 
// TI-BASE NR

DAS: Dynamic Abutment Solutions
3.75: Platform
0202: Compatibility number
TI-BASE NR: Titanium Base Non Rotatory
TI-BASE R: Titanium Base Rotatory

NOTE: Angulation is defined while the job design is being performed. You can move the 
angled channel horizontally for each side from the center axis. 

Once selected the desired library click on “Ok” to create the work. 

The following screen defines the type of work to be performed. The dentist, laboratory, 
patient’s name, scanning options, type of work, material, etc. will be selected.- (IMAGE2)

Then click on the tooth you are going to work on, it will be highlighted in red as shown 
in the following image.- (IMAGE 3)
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By clicking on the right mouse button, you can choose the option “Scan” to scan the 
model or “Import Scan” to load the file in case the model has already been scanned.-
(IMAGE 5)

You then return to the main screen, where you see the work order and the description 
of its main specifications.- (IMAGE 4)

An image of the scan file is displayed at the bottom left of the screen once it has been 
selected.- (IMAGE 7)

NOTE: The lateral cut of the scanbody is opposite to the lateral cut of the TiBase. 
Therefore the output of the angled channel will be opposite to the cut of the scanbody.- 
(IMAGE6)
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At this stage, click “Next” to begin the design.
Use the mouse to mark the area of the abutment you are going to work on (Abutment 
36 in this case). The 3Shape software automatically repositions the scanbody.- 
(IMAGE 8)

Afterwards, the parameters of the attachment are set.- (IMAGE 10)

Then, you define the insertion axis.- (IMAGE 9)

In the next window, the prosthesis is designed.- (IMAGE 11)
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Finally, the angled channel is designed. To do so, check the “Angled Screw Hole” box. 
After clicking on this option, the channel is automatically positioned at 0º.

By dragging the mouse from the axis of the channel (purple mark) the desired angulation 
for the channel is defined. The channel must be directed in the direction of the TiBase 
lateral cut.- (IMAGE 12 AND 13)

Once the desired angulation has been chosen, click on “Next” to display the final design 
of the structure with the selected angulation.- (IMAGE 14)


